BUILT to BATTLE the TOUGHEST of BLIZZARDS

NEW!

SNOW TITAN™
Your Rooftop Warrior™

patent pending

www.AceClamp.com

ONE OF A KIND STRONG CLAMPING CLAW!

ICE FLAGS SNAP INTO PLACE FOR EASY INSTALLATION

OUR TRIANGULAR RAIL HANDLES EXTREME SNOW LOADS WITH CONFIDENCE

OUR PATENTED SLIDING-PIN DESIGN HELPS PROTECT THE PANEL AND WARRANTY!

Why choose ACECLAMP® Snow Retention Systems?

FASTER INSTALLING SAVES UP TO 50% ON INSTALLATION*

AceClamp® snow retention products reduce labor costs in several ways, most prominently by eliminating wasted time assembling clamps. All of our clamps and brackets come pre-assembled and ready to install. Tests and installer feedback indicate that AceClamps install more than two-times faster than competitors.

* Based on typical contractor experiences

OUR ENGINEERS ARE AVAILABLE TO HELP

87 Spring Lane
Plainville, CT 06062
P: 860.351.0686
F: 860.351.0689

(Also available for membrane & slate)